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Using Schrödinger cat quantum state for detection of a given phase shift

V. L. Gorshenin∗

Independent Researcher, Moscow, Russia

We show that injecting a light pulse prepared in the Shrödinger cat quantum state into the dark port of a

two-arm interferometer, it is possible to detect a given phase shift unambiguously. The value of this phase shift is

inversely proportional to the amplitudes of both the classical carrier light and the Shrödinger cat state. However,

an unconventional detection procedure is required for this purpose.

By measuring the number of photons at the output dark port, it is possible to detect the phase shift with a

vanishing “false positive” probability. The “false negative” probability in this case decreases as the amplitude of

the Schrödinger cat state increases and, for reasonable values of this amplitude, can be made less than about 0.1.

I. INTRODUCTION

On the fundamental level, the phase sensitivity of the inter-

ferometers is limited by quantum fluctuations of the probing

light and, therefore, depends on its quantum state, see e.g.

the review papers [1, 2]. In the most basic case of coherent

quantum states, generated by phase-stabilized lasers, the phase

sensitivity corresponds to the shot noise limit (SNL):

ΔqSNL =
1

2
√
#
, (1)

where # is the number of photons used for measurement (that

is the ones that interacted with the phase shifting object(s)).

Better sensitivity, for a given value of # , can be achieved

by using squeezed quantum states of light [3]. In the case of

moderate squeezing, 42A ≪ # , the phase sensitivity could be

improved by factor 4A in comparison with SNL:

ΔqSQZ =
4−A

2
√
#
, (2)

where A is the logarithmic squeeze factor. This method is

successfully used in the kilometer scale interferometers of the

modern gravitational-waves (GW) detectors [4].

In case of very strong squeezing, 42A
& # , the phase sensi-

tivity is limited by Heisenberg Limit (HL) [5–7]:

ΔqHL ∼ 1

#
. (3)

Both coherent and squeezed states belong to the class of

the Gaussian states: their Wigner quasi-probability functions

[8] have a Gaussian form. The use of more sophisticated non-

Gaussian quantum states has also been considered in the litera-

ture, see e.g. the articles [9–17]. In particular, in Refs. [16, 17],

the use of “Shrödinger cat” (SC) quantum states of the form

(10) was explored theoretically in this context. However, as it

was shown in Refs. [18, 19], the optimal sensitivity could be

provided by less exotic and easier to prepare Gaussian states.

In these works, the problem of measuring of an a priori

unknown phase was considered, with (1)-(3) being the mean

square error of this measurement. Another standard problem
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of the detection and estimation theory is the discrimination

of two possible hypotheses [20], and, in particular, the binary

(yes/no) detection of a given phase shift. Potentially, this

approach could provide better sensitivity, thanks to the a priori

information on the signal. It can be used, for example, for

the discrimination of samples with two slightly different, but

known in advance, values of the refractive indices.

In this case, non-Gaussian quantum states could provide

significantly better detection fidelity than the Gaussian ones

because they can be orthogonal to each other and thus can

be discriminated unambiguously [20]. This concept was ex-

perimentally demonstrated in Ref. [21] for the detection of an

external force acting on an ion in the trap, with its translational

degree of freedom prepared in the non-Gaussian Fock state.

In Ref. [22] it was shown that the quantum state, prepared by

applying the unitary displacement operator D to the SC state,

can be orthogonal to the initial one for certain values of the

displacement parameter. Therefore, SC states can be used for

the unambiguous detection of this displacement. However, no

specific measurement procedure was considered in that paper.

In our work,we consider the optical interferometric schemes

(see Fig. 1) that use the SC state for detecting a given phase

shift. The paper is organized as follows. In section II we

show that in the linearized case of a strong classical carrier

and small phase shift, the evolution of light in the standard

two-arm interferometer can be described as the action of the

displacement operator D. In section III, we calculate the

phase shift that provides the orthogonality of the initial and

displaced SC states. In section IV we calculate the sensitivity,

assuming the photon number measurement at the output dark

port. Finally, in section V, we summarize our results and

discuss the potential practical implementation of the proposed

scheme.

II. EVOLUTION OF LIGHT IN THE INTERFEROMETER

Following the review [2], we consider two practically im-

portant configurations of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer —

the asymmetric one, see Fig. 1(a), and the antisymmetric one,

see Fig. 1(b). In the conceptually simpler asymmetric case,

the signal phase shift is introduced in the first arm, with the

second one providing the reference beam. The amplitude re-

flectivity ' and the transmissivity ) of the beamsplitters in

this case could differ from each other, ' ≠ ) . In the second

http://arxiv.org/abs/2403.03787v3
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FIG. 1. Optical schemes of the asymmetric (a) and antisymmetric

(b) Mach–Zehnder interferometers. The bright ports denoted by the

subscript “1”, and the dark ones — by “2”.

configuration, the phase shift is introduced antisymmetrically

in both arms, and the balanced beamsplitters have to be used,

' = ) = 1/
√

2. This variant is not sensitive to the common

phase shift and therefore more tolerant to technical noises and

drifts. Due to this reason, the antisymmetric configuration is

used, in particular, in the GW detectors [23] (strictly speaking,

GW detectors use the Michelson interferometer topology; it

is well known, however, that Michelson and Mach-Zehnder

topologies are equivalent to each other).

In both cases, we assume that the strong coherent carrier

light is fed into the bright input port (the first one in Figs. 1),

and some quantum state is injected into the dark input port (the

second one in Figs. 1). We also assume that the interferometer

is tuned in such a way that in the absence of the phase signal

(q = 0), both input states are reproduced at the respective

bright and dark outputs.

The input/output relations for the schemes of Figs. 1 are

calculated in App. VII A using the Heisenberg picture. It is

shown that in the linear in small phase shift q and quantum

fluctuations approximation, the optical field at the bright output

port does not depend on q, while the optical field at dark output

port can be presented as follows:

3̂2 = 0̂2 + 8�q , (4)

where 0̂2, 3̂2 are the annihilation operators at the dark input

and output ports, respectively, and

� =
√
# (5)

In the asymmetric case, � = )�, while in the antisymmetric

one, � = �. In both cases � > 0 is the classical carrier

amplitude at the interferometer input.

Equation (4) can be rewritten as follows:

3̂2 = D̂†(X)0̂2D̂(X) , (6)

where

D̂(X) = 48 X (0̂
†
2
+0̂2 ) , (7)

is the displacement operator and

X = �q . (8)

In the Schrödinger picture, Eq. (4) translates to the following

relation:

|ΨX〉 = D̂(X) |Ψ0〉 , (9)

where |Ψ0〉 and |ΨX〉 are the quantum states of light at, respec-

tively, the input and output dark ports.

III. THE POTENTIAL SENSITIVITY

Suppose that the incident light at the dark port is prepared

in the SC state:

|Ψ0〉 =
1
√
 
(|U〉 + |−U〉) , (10)

where |U〉 and |−U〉 are the coherent states and

 = 2(1 + 4−2 |U |2 ) (11)

is the normalization factor.

It can be shown that in order to obtain the best sensitivity

with a displacement operator of the form (7), with the real

displacement parameter X, the parameter U also has to be

real. This corresponds to displacement of the SC state in the

direction orthogonal to SC interference strips. In this case, the

output quantum state is equal to

|ΨX〉 =
1
√
 
(48 XU |U + 8X〉 + 4−8 XU |−U + 8X〉) . (12)

Taking into account that for any complex numbers U1,2,

〈U1 |U2〉 = 4−( |U1 |2+|U2 |2 )/2+U∗
1
U2 , (13)

we obtain the following simple equation for the overlapping of

the initial and displaced SC states:

〈Ψ0 |ΨX〉 =
24−X

2/2

 
(cos 2UX + 4−2U2 ) . (14)

It is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the displacement param-

eter X for two realistic values of the SC amplitudes, U = 1.5

and U = 3.0.

Note that the wave function |Ψ0〉 also corresponds to the

output state of light for X = 0 (no phase signal). Therefore, the

values of q that cancel 〈Ψ0 |ΨX〉 can be detected unambigu-

ously [20].

It is easy to see that zeros of the function (14) are equal to

X: =
arccos(−4−2U2 ) + 2c:

2U
, (15)

where : is an integer number. Evidently, the best sensitivity is

provided by : = 0. The corresponding phase shift is equal to

q0 =
X0√
#

=
arccos(−4−2U2 )

2U
√
#

. (16)
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FIG. 2. Overlapping of the initial and displaced SC states (see

Eq. (14)) as a function of the displacement parameter X for U = 1.5

(solid line) and U = 3 (dashed line).

As U increases, the numerator of (16) quickly converges to

c/2; in particular, if U = 1.5, then the difference is about 1%.

Therefore, q0 can be approximated as follows:

q0 ≈ c

4U
√
#
. (17)

Note the similarity between Eqs. (16) and (2). In both cases,

the right-hand side is inversely proportional to the square

root of the carrier photons number. The additional factor

arccos(−4−2U2 )/U plays the role of the squeeze factor 4−2A ,

allowing to further improve the sensitivity.

At the same time, it has to be emphasized, that these quanti-

ties have different meanings: ΔqSQZ defines the mean squared

value of the measurement error, while q0 is equal to the phase

shift that can, in principle, be unambiguously detected.

To achieve this result, the optimal measurement procedure

described by the following positive operator-valued measure

(POVM):

{|Ψ0〉〈Ψ0 |, |ΨX〉〈ΨX |} (18)

must be used [20] (note that this POVM is complete in the

two-dimensional space spanned by the states |Ψ0〉 and |ΨX〉).
Unfortunately, this procedure does not correspond to any of

the standard photodetection schemes.

IV. PHOTON NUMBER MEASUREMENT

Let us consider a more practical detection procedure based

on the measurement of photons number at the dark output port

using a photon-number resolving photodetector.

The corresponding photon number statistics is calculated in

App. VII B, see Eq. (33). It follows from this equation that

the initial SC state |Ψ0〉 is a superposition of even Fock states

only. In the displaced SC state case, X ≠ 0, the odd Fock

states appear and, with the increase of X, become dominant.

Therefore, detection of an odd number of photons guarantees

the presence of the phase shift.

In this case, it is natural to use the following strategy: de-

tection of an even number of photons means the decision that

X = 0, and of an odd number — that X ≠ 0.

Introduce the 2×2 matrix of conditional probabilities ?(·/·)
of obtaining two possible outcomes,with the second arguments

corresponding to the real presence (X ≠ 0) or absence of the

signal and first one – to the resulting estimate. We denote

the presence and the absence of the signal by “+” and “−”,

respectively.

The case of X = 0 always gives the “negative” result; there-

fore,

?(−/−) = 1 , ?(+/−) = 0 . (19)

If X ≠ 0, then the “negative” and the “positive” probabilities

are equal to

?(−/+) = ?even , ?(+/+) = ?odd . (20)

Here ?even and ?odd are, respectively, the probabilities of ob-

taining the even and the odd photon numbers as the result of

the measurement.

Note that the error probabilities ?(+/−) and ?(−/+) are

known as the “false positive” (or “false detection”) and “false

negative” (or miss signal) ones.

The probabilities ?even and ?odd are calculated in

App. VII B, see Eqs. (35), (36). They can be presented as:

?even =
1 + %X

2
, ?odd =

1 − %X
2

, (21)

where

%X = 〈ΨX |Π̂ |ΨX〉 = 4−2X2 cos 4UX + 4−2U2

1 + 4−2U2
(22)

is the parity of the state |ΨX〉,

Π̂ = (−1) =̂ (23)

is the parity operator [24], and =̂ is the photon number operator.

In Fig. 3, the parity %X is plotted as a function of X for the same

values of U as in Fig. 2.

The minimum of the “false negative” probability coincides

with the minimum of the parity %X . The approximate value of

X that provides this minimum is found in App. VII C:

X ≈ c

4U

1

1 + 1
4U2

. (24)

For the values of U ≥ 1.25, this approximation deviates form

the exact numerical solution by less that 1%.

In Fig. 4, the probabilities (21) are plotted as functions of

U, assuming the optimized values of X. It is easy to see

for reasonably large values of U & 2, the “false negative”

probability does not exceed ∼ 0.1.
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FIG. 3. Parity of the displaced SC state, see Eq. 22) as a function

of the displacement parameter X for U = 1.5 (solid line) and U = 3

(dashed line).
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FIG. 4. Dependencies of probabilities ?odd and ?even (see Eq. 21) on

SC state amplitude U. Displacement X corresponds to the minimum

parity of displaced SC state.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have shown that by injecting the classical (coherent)

light into the first (bright) port of a two-arm interferometer

and a Shrödinger cat state into the second (dark) port, it is

possible to unambiguously detect a given phase shift defined by

Eq. (16). However, this requires an exotic method of detecting

the output light that does not corresponds to any of the ordinary

photodetection schemes.

By measuring the number of photons at the output dark

port of the interferometer using a photon-number resolving
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b̂1

ĉ2

ĉ1

d̂1

d̂2

FIG. 5. T

he generalized version of the interferometer, considered in

App. VII A

detector, it is still possible to obtain quite interesting results.

This procedure allows to detect a given phase shift with a “false

positive” probability equal to zero. The corresponding “false

negative” probability in this case decreases monotonically with

the increase of the SC amplitude U, see Fig. 4. For reasonable

values of U & 2, this probability does not exceed ∼ 0.1.

It is worth noting that in many cases, the asymmetric penalty

matrices and therefore the unequal values of “false positive”

and “false negative” statistical errors are optimal. The triv-

ial example is the discrimination of poisonous and healthy

substances.

Two elements are crucial for the implementation of the pro-

posed scheme: (i) the source of the SC quantum states of light

and (ii) the photodetectorswhich can resolve up to = = U2 ∼ 10

photons in an optical pulse.

The preparation of the SC states with small value ofU2 ≈ 0.8

was successfully demonstrated as early as 2006, see Ref. [25].

In more recent work, the values of up to U2 ∼ 3 were achieved,

see e.g. Refs. [26, 27] and the review [28]. Recently, the

methods of preparation of large cat states U & 4 [29], and

U & 5 [30] with high fidelity using photon number resolving

detectors have been proposed.

Regarding the photon number resolving detectors, the su-

perconducting transition edge sensors (TES) can be considered

as the best candidate. They can resolve up to ∼ 10 photons,

and their quantum efficiency can be as high as 98% [31–33].

Therefore, it is possible to assume that the practical im-

plementation of the scheme discussed in this work can be

considered feasible.
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VII. APPENDICES

A. Derivation of Eq. (4)

In this Appendix, we consider a generalized optical scheme,

see Fig. 5, that encompasses both asymmetric and antisymmet-
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ric options shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). We assume arbitrary

real values of the beamsplitters’ amplitude reflectivity ' and

transmissivity) , satisfying the unitarity condition '2+)2 = 1,

and arbitrary phase shifts in the arms q1 and q2.

Let 0̂1,2 be the annihilation operators of light at the input

ports, 1̂1,2 — the ones after the first beamsplitter, 2̂1,2 — before

the second beamsplitter, and 3̂1,2 — at the output ports. In

the Heisenberg picture, equations for these operators are the

following:

1̂1 = )0̂1 − '0̂2 , 1̂2 = '0̂1 + )0̂2 ,

2̂1 = 1̂14
−8q1 , 2̂2 = 1̂24

−8q2 ,

3̂1 = )2̂1 + '2̂2 , 3̂2 = −'2̂1 + ) 2̂2 .

(25)

Combining these equations, we obtain:

3̂1 = ()24−8q1 + '24−8q2 )0̂1

+') (4−8q2 − 4−8q1 )0̂2 ,

3̂2 = ') (4−8q2 − 4−8q1 )0̂1

+('24−8q1 + )24−8q2 )0̂2 .

(26)

We detach the classical amplitude � ≫ 1 from the quantum

fluctuations term at the bright input port:

0̂1 := � + 0̂1 , (27)

(without loss of generality, we assume that � is a real and posi-

tive quantity). Now, the renormalized operator 0̂1 corresponds

to the vacuum state. We also assume that

|q1,2 | ≪ 1 . (28)

Keeping only linear in 0̂1,2 and q1,2 terms in (26), we obtain:

3̂1 = � + 0̂1 ,

3̂2 = 8') �(q1 − q2) + 0̂2 .
(29)

Now assume that

q1 = q , q2 = 0 , ) → 0 , �) = const (30)

for the asymmetric case, and

q1 = −q2 = q , ' = ) =
1
√

2
. (31)

— for the antisymmetric one. In both cases, we come to

Eq. (4).

B. Probabilities of even and odd measured photons

In the Fock representation, the wave function of the dis-

placed SC state (12) has the following form:

|k20C 〉 = 1√
 
4−(U2+X2 )/2 ∑∞

=
1√
=!

×[48UX (U + 8X)= + 4−8UX (−U + 8X)=] |=〉 .
(32)

Therefore, the probability distribution for the photons number

is equal to

?= =
2
 =!

4−(U2+V2 )

×
(

(U2 + X2)= + Re{428UX [−(U + 8X)2]=}
)

.
(33)

For the summations over even and odd photon numbers, we

use the following equations:

cosh G =

∞
∑

==0

G2=

(2=)! , sinh G =

∞
∑

==0

G2=+1

(2= + 1)! , (34)

obtaining:

?even =
∑∞
==0 ?2= =

24−U
2−X

2

 
{cosh(U2 + X2)

+Re[428UX cosh(U2 − X2 + 28UX)]} ,
(35)

?odd =
∑∞
==0 ?2=+1 =

24−U
2−X

2

 
{sinh(U2 + X2)

−Re[428UX sinh(U2 − X2 + 28UX)]} ,
(36)

This result is equivalent to Eqs. (21).

C. The minimum of Eq. (22)

The minimum of Eq. (22) corresponds to the first solution

of the following equaiton:

3%X

3X
∝ X(cos 4UX + 4−2U2 ) + U sin 4UX = 0 . (37)

If the SC state amplitude is sufficiently large, 4−2U2 ≪ 1, then

it can be approximated as follows:

X

U
+ tan(4UX) = 0 , (38)

or, equivalently,

arctan
X

U
+ 4UX = c . (39)

If U ≫ X, then the arctan can be replaced by its argument,

giving the following linear in X equation

X

U
+ 4UX = c . (40)

with the solution equal to (24).
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